


Introduce & Keyword

Presenting the Best of Korea

Unique

Re�ned

Friendly

Curtured

Diverse

Educated

TAN TV distinguishes itself from alternate Korean network by 
delivering exclusive documentaries, travel & leisure, entertainment, cultural reality shows 
to our viewers 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.  TAN is most sought for by viewers seeking 
informative bene�cial programs providing exclusionary contents no other Korean network 
features. Our goal is to provide quality programs with ethic, integrity and morals. 



OBS brings in-depth coverage of documentaries 
and reality programs with exclusive contents. 
OBS is featured exclusively through TAN. 

FTV is Korea's primary �shing channel featured exclusively 
by TAN. Everything about �shing from  professional 
tournaments to tools and techniques are demonstrated on 
this channel.

J Golf, a golf channel provided by JTBC, ON AIR 24 hours a day 
covering the latest and hottest golf news and tournaments 
is now featured on TAN . Korean golf fans are now excited to 
watch golf in their mother language.

BadukTV is also featured exclusively through TAN TV, 
entertaining millions of Baduk fans around the world. 
BadukTV now has global resources from China's CCTV 
and Japan's NHK to o�er Korean Baduk fans extensive 
coverage of breath-taking matches all over Asia.  

Gayo means Korean pop. A music channel of 70's, 80's 
& 90's Korean folk songs, music stories, music classes and 
concerts. Gayo TV is most popular among the older 
generations nostalgic for the home country.  

Fishing Television(FTV) 

Gayo TV(Korean Music)



TAN successfully placed itself on top of Korean satellite broadcasting business with over 
23 years of experience and history. TAN promises quality and diversity in all of its contents and 
commits to seek and deliver the best contents exclusively from Korea to our loyal audience.

Strong following for 23 years!



POLICE FAMILY 25

Program Description

100% real live crime scenes and stories of the breathtaking police life. 
With crime rate rising the way it is in today's world, police are living 25/hour days. 
Dangerous and dramatic investigations and arrests.  

Finding genuine happiness and the true meanings of family. Stories of successfully  
overcoming despair and hardships with the support of families and friends

DOCUMELO FAMILY 

ROAD DOCUMENTARY
Stories of unexpected encounters on life's journey. Meet di�erent individuals from di�erent back-
grounds sharing their life stories. A touching human documentary.

STORY VIEW
A heart-warming family documentary program in a Omnibus format for all generations. 
Situations are displayed with a variety of topics each episode. 

Documentary



Introducing the best Restaurants of the capital areas of Seoul, Korea. 
Searching for the hidden gems and sharing with our audience the best
of the best.

OH! DELICIOUS 

MOM'S DOCTOR

MADAM's TABLE

A health talk show for mom's. With its main audience being women of 
30 plus, questions and answers are discussed in a talk show format with
diagnosis from numerous professionals of all medical �elds.

Program Description Health

A easy to make cooking program with experts of the food industry. 
Recipe's, history and bene�ts of the ingredients, table settings and food 
styling are the charm of this program.



 
PLAYBOY GOLF QUEENS CUP
Korean women's golf tournaments. A tournament between
the Miss Korea and Super Models of Korea.

KB BADUK LEAGUE sponsored by KOOKMIN BANK
World's best professional BADUK tournament. Absolutely stunning and thrilling.

SG FAIR BADUK
Couples  BADUK Tournament. With its participants being both amateurs and 
professionals, it brings more fun and excitement to the competition.

KPGA 
Korea Professional Golf Tour tournaments for Men featured through JGOLF.

LEXUS GOLF ACADEMY
The biggest championship league of amateur golf tournament sponsored by 
LEXUS with the �nal champion being awarded with a brand new LEXUS ES300h and  
$10,000 worth of golf products.

Program Description
Golf
Baduk

&



Coming soon... Fall 2014...

In-House Production

A live audience participation program exclusively featured only through TAN TV. 
This particular program is produced and broadcasted in our in-house studio exposing the 
excitement  and action that can only be seen in live programming.  Experts from various 
�elds will be present, reviewing and providing professional advises on tax, legal, politics, 
community and life in America.

An informative program introducing businesses, community events  and activities, 
cultural a�airs and programs and the latest trends in our community. TAN TV anticipates 
this new program to not only be entertaining but bene�cial to our viewers by educating 
and keeping them up to date of the latest trends.

TAN PANORAMA

TAN LIVE 

TAN BROADCAST CENTER is equipped with the �nest virtual sets and state of the art equipments and has 
capability to take live incoming calls. We are sta�ed with the best experienced producers and engineers 
with the latest HD cameras and lightings.



Thank you very much


